In this paper we propose an alternative characterization of the central notion of cointegration, exploiting the relationship between the autocovariance and the crosscovariance functions of the series+ This characterization leads us to propose a new estimator of the cointegrating parameter based on the instrumental variables~IV! methodology+ The instrument is a delayed regressor obtained from the conditional bivariate system of nonstationary fractionally integrated processes with a weakly stationary error correction term+ We prove the consistency of this estimator and derive its limiting distribution+ We also show that, in the I~1! case, with a semiparametric correction simpler than the one required for the fully modified ordinary least squares~FM-OLS!, our fully modified instrumental variables~FM-IV! estimator is median-unbiased, a mixture of normals, and asymptotically efficient+ As a consequence, standard inference can be conducted with this new FM-IV estimator of the cointegrating parameter+ We show by the use of Monte Carlo simulations that the small sample gains with the new IV estimator over OLS are remarkable+
INTRODUCTION
The concept of cointegration was coined by Granger~1981, 1983! and Engle and Granger~1987! when the data generating process~DGP! was generated by integrated processes+ The time series x t is integrated of order d, denoted 0 G~k ϩ 1!G~Ϫd !, G~{! denoting the gamma function+ Correspondingly, two I~d ! fractionally integrated of order d processes, x t , y t , are said to be~fractionally! cointegrated if there exists a real number b 0 such that y t Ϫ bx t ; I~d * !, d * Ͻ d+ Phillips and Hansen~1990! and Kitamura and Phillips~1997! developed the asymptotic properties of instrumental variables~IV! estimates in multivariate cointegrating regressions+ Those studies were completed with extensive Monte Carlo simulations by Kitamura and Phillips~1995!+ From Phillips and Hanseñ 1990! we learn that, in contrast with traditional theory for stationary time series, IV regressions are consistent even when the instruments are stochastically independent of the regressors, so that the instrument selection seems to be a problem of first magnitude+ Kitamura and Phillips~1997! show that sometimes the finite sample bias and root mean square error of fully modified instrumental variables~FM-IV! are exceptionally high~in fact, higher than ordinary least squares @OLS# and crude IV! as a result of the occasional occurrence of extremely large estimation errors+ As argued by the authors, these outliers are due to poor initial estimates obtained by the use of IV regressions in the first stage of the fully modified methodology+ When the initial IV estimates are exceptionally poor due to, e+g+, poor instruments, in the second stage the fully modified procedure can amplify the effects of these preliminary estimates+ Fractional cointegration with long memory errors has been recently considered by several authors, e+g+, Cheung and Lai~1993!, Dolado and Marmol~1996!, Marinucci~1998!, Robinson and Marinucci~1998, 1999 !, Jeganathan~1999!, Davidson~2000!, Hassler, Marmol, and Velasco~2000!, and Kim and Phillips 2000 !+ In particular, Kim and Phillips~2000! develop a fractional version of the FM regression method that is robust to the presence of long-range dependence in the regression errors and asymptotically optimal in certain models of fractional cointegration+ Moreover, their estimator carries over reasonably well in finite samples and compares favorably with the narrow band frequency domain least squares procedure of Robinson and Marinucci~1998!+ In this paper we introduce a characterization of~fractional! cointegration exploiting the linear measures of dependence and cross-dependence introduced by Aparicio and Escribano~1998!+ The definition is not model dependent and therefore can be extended to the nonlinear case along the lines of Aparicio and Granger~1995! and Aparicio and Escribano~1999!+ This characterization leads us to propose an estimator of the cointegrating parameter b based on the IV methodology+ The instrument is a delayed replica of the regressor in the conditional model when, for simplicity, the DGP is assumed to be a bivariate system of nonstationary fractionally integrated processes with a weakly stationary error correction term+ Because the instrument is only asymptotically uncorrelated with the innovation term, the estimator will be called the pseudo instrumental variable~PIV! estimator+ Therefore, our suggested instrument is by definition neither spurious, because it is always correlated with the corresponding regressor, nor a poor instrument, because the correlation of unit root processes tends to one asymptotically+ The paper is organized as follows+ In Section 2 we set out the model and main assumptions+ In Section 3 we motivate our IV estimator by introducing the alternative characterization of fractional cointegration+ Section 4 derives the consistency and limiting distribution of the crude PIV estimator+ Section 5 provides some Monte Carlo evidence about the small sample behavior of PIV relative to OLS+ In Section 6 we derive the asymptotic properties of the so-called fully modified pseudo instrumental variables~FM-PIV! estimator, and show that this estimator is consistent and that its limiting distribution is medianunbiased, a mixture of normals, and asymptotically efficient so that inference can be conducted in the standard way+ Section 7 provides a Monte Carlo study of the small sample behavior of FM-PIV relative to FM-OLS+ Finally, some concluding remarks and extensions are given in Section 8+ Mathematical proofs of the theorems are gathered in the Appendix+
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
An interesting way of classifying time series is in terms of the memory of the underlying processes, and such a memory can be represented by means of some serial dependence measures+ For stationary sequences, a series is said to have long memory if its spectral density is unbounded at the origin~correspondingly, if it has nonsummable autocovariances!, in contrast with the short memory case, where the spectral density is finite and positive~correspondingly, with absolutely summable autocovariances!+ A particularly important member of the family of the long memory processes is the fractionally integrated process~Granger and Joyeux, 1980; Hosking, 1981 !+ See Beran~1994!, Robinson~1994!, and Baillie~1996! for overviews of the theory and major empirical applications of this family of processes+ A fractionally integrated process x t of order d is stationary if and only if d Ͻ 1 2 _ and nonstationary otherwise+ Herein we are concerned with the nonstationary case because this is the most relevant range when dealing with cointegration+ Furthermore, as a natural step and to keep things simple, we concentrate our attention on the simplest case, where the DGP is assumed to be generated by two cointegrated nonstationary fractionally integrated time series of order d, with an I~0! error correction term and without any deterministic elements+ More specifically, in this paper we assume that the relevant DGP has a triangular representation
where u t ϭ~u 1t , u 2t ! ' is generated by the linear process
satisfying the following regularity conditions+ Assumption 1+
i! The sequence of matrix coefficients $P j % jϭ0 is 1-summable, with P 0 ϭ I 2 , thẽ 2 ϫ 2! identity matrix+ ii! The sequence of random vectors « t ϭ~« 1t , « 2t ! ' is independent and identically distributed~i+i+d+! with zero mean and covariance matrix S Ͼ 0,
Assumption 1 implies that the u t process is~asymptotically! strictly stationary and ergodic with continuous spectral density given by
where the asterisk denotes simultaneous transposition and complex conjugation+
MOTIVATION OF THE ESTIMATOR
To motivate our estimator of the cointegrating parameter b in expression~1!, we use the characterization of cointegration introduced by Aparicio and Escribano~1997!+ Let x t , y t be the two I~d ! time series of interest, d Ͼ 1 2 _ , and let g yx~t , t ! ϭ cov~y t , x tϪt ! represent the cross-covariance function of x t , y t , where we make explicit the time dependence in g yx~t , t ! to allow for some degree of heterogeneity in the series+ Aparicio and Escribano~1997! suggest the use of the ratio
as an alternative characterization of cointegration, where g x~t , t ! ϭ cov~x t , x tϪt !+ The next result provides the theoretical justification+ THEOREM 1+ Let x t , y t in DGP (1) and (2) with d
Theorem 1 implies that the rates of convergence of g yx~t , t ! and g x~t , t ! should be the same as t increases without bound+ Intuitively, the theorem states that, under cointegration, the remote past of x t should be as useful as the remote past of y t in long-run linear forecasting+ Moreover, Marmol, Escribano, and Aparicio~1999! prove how result~4! also extends to cointegrated regressions with~stationary and nonstationary! long memory errors+ On the other hand, it is direct to prove in the spurious case where x t , y t are stochastically independent that
for all t, t, showing that the ratio~3! is consistent against this type of spurious alternatives+
ESTIMATION OF THE COINTEGRATING PARAMETER
Consider now the benchmark DGP given by expressions~1! and~2!+ In the previous section we motivated the use of the ratio~3! as an alternative characterization of cointegration+ Yet note that for large values of t this quotient would be nothing else but the expression of an IV estimator of the cointegrating parameter b, with instrument x tϪt + Therefore, Theorem 1 also provides theoretical justification for using the IV methodology to test for linear cointegration among fractionally integrated processes+ However, before doing that and for comparative purposes, we include the limiting distribution of the OLS estimator of b, for a sample of size T:
THEOREM 2+ Given the DGP (1) and (2) 
for all d Ͼ 1 2 _ , being now median-unbiased, a mixture of normals, and asymptotically efficient, with the limiting distribution depending on nuisance parameters in a simple way that permits the construction of test statistics with asymptotic chi-square distributions under the null hypothesis+ Consider now the asymptotic behavior of the following new estimator of b in~1! and~2!:
called the pseudo instrumental variable~PIV! estimator, because x tϪt is only an instrument of x t in the standard sense~i+e+, correlated with x t and uncorrelated with u 1t ! for t r`+ In finite samples, however, x tϪt is not necessarily independent of the innovation u 1t , and consequently x tϪt , strictly speaking, is not an instrument+ For fixed t, PIV could be covered by the IV framework developed by Phillips and Hansen~1990! with n 1 ϭ n 2 ϭ 1 and y 3t ϭ x tϪt in their notation+ THEOREM 3+ Given the DGP (1) and (2) _ and under Assumption 1, asymptotically, as T r`, t r`, and T Ϫ1 t r 0,
From this theorem we can make the following comments+ First, as expected from Theorem 1, for all d Ͼ 1 2 _ , PIV is a consistent estimator of b+ Second, when 1 2
b PIV and Z b OLS have the same limiting distribution, i+e+, nonstandard with endogeneity bias and not asymptotically efficient+ Fourth, when d ϭ 1, i+e+, in the unit root case, v 21 0 but D 21 ϭ 0, eliminating one of the sources of the finite sample bias in the estimation of b+ The estimator, however, is neither a mixture of normals nor asymptotically efficient, and standard inference remains invalid+ It is of interest for the Monte Carlo experiments to provide some insights on the finite sample performance of Z b PIV relative to Z b OLS and other competing estimators+ Consider the following particular case of DGP~1! and~2!:
Under this setup, Gonzalo~1994! proves that
and
where W 1~r ! is a standard Brownian motion independent of B 2~r ! and where Z b NLS and Z b MLECM stand for the nonlinear least squares and the maximum likelihood in fully specified error correction model~ECM! estimators of b, respectively+ Also, from~16! it is not difficult to show that
From expressions~21!-~24!, the following comments can be readily deduced+ First, with respect to the limiting distribution of the OLS estimator, note that it involves three different parts+ The first one is a mixture of normals; the second one is a unit root term, $* 0 1 B 2 2~r !dr% Ϫ1 * 0 1 B 2~r !dB 2~r !, making the distribution asymmetrical, and the third one represents the serial correlation bias inducing a mean bias in the distribution+ The second and third terms are due to the presence of v 21 and D 21 , respectively+ Second, comparing the asymptotic distributions of OLS and NLS, we can see that D 21 is no longer present in the limiting distribution of the latter estimator+ However, as argued by Gonzalo~1994!, the presence of the unit root term can make OLS perform better than NLS in finite samples+ This is the case if b is large and u is close to zero+ Third, the presence of the nuisance parameter v 21 in the limiting distribution of PIV gives rise again to the presence of the unit root term and the consequent median bias+ Yet, as expected by looking at expressions~9! and~16!, comparing the asymptotic distributions of PIV and OLS, the former clearly appears preferable for any value of the parameter space+ On the other hand, comparing the asymptotic distributions of PIV and NLS, shows that NLS can be less asymmetric than PIV if, e+g+, b is negative and u positive+ Fourth, the limiting distribution of MLECM is a median-unbiased mixture of normals+ In fact, it is asymptotically efficient as proved by Phillips~1991!+ Moreover, the remaining nuisance parameters are located in such a way that hypothesis tests can be conducted using standard asymptotic chi-square tests+ Finally, it is clear that OLS, NLS, and PIV are no longer optimal estimators in the light of expression~23!+
SMALL SAMPLE STUDY OF OLS AND PIV ESTIMATORS
To assess the relative finite sample performance of the OLS and PIV estimators, in this section we shall conduct a small Monte Carlo experiment+ For this, the proposed DGP is an extension to the fractional case of the DGP used by Banerjee, Dolado, Hendry, and Smith~1986!, Engle and Granger~1987!, Gonzalõ 1994!, and Arranz and Escribano~2000!, among others+
The DGP is a bivariate cointegrating system of nonstationary fractionally integrated series of order d and has two equivalent representations+ The first one is based on the cointegrating regression,
where the errors h 1t and « 2t are independent NID~0, s h 1 2 ! and NID~0, s 2 2 ! variables, respectively+
The second representation is based on the following ECM for fractionally integrated series:
Notice that the ECM will only have the usual form, with variables only in first differences and levels, when the common factor restriction, a ϭ b, is satisfied or in the unit root~d ϭ 1! case+ In effect, in this last case the ECM model becomes
In general, as we will see in the Monte Carlo experiment, the values of the parameters a and b are important in terms of the small sample biases of the cointegrating vector+ The reason is that the parameter a is related to the covariance of~« 1t , « 2t ! ' , where « 1t ϭ~a Ϫ b!D d ϩ h 1t + Thus, e+g+, it is clear from equations~18!-~20! that u ϭ~a Ϫ b!s 2 0s 1 and b ϭ w Ϫ 1, so that the closer b is to 0, the higher the degree of autocorrelation is in the equilibrium errors u 1t + Therefore, the limiting distribution of the estimators of the long-run parameter b derived in equations~21!-~24! is affected by the parameter values assigned to~a Ϫ b! and b in the experiment+
In the Monte Carlo simulations we consider the following parameter values: b ϭ 1,~a Ϫ b! ϭ Ϫ2,Ϫ1,Ϫ0+5, and 0~common factor restriction!, b ϭ Ϫ0+2 and Ϫ0+5, s h 1 2 ϭ 1, and s 2 2 ϭ 1+ The sample sizes are T ϭ 300 and 500 observations, the long memory parameters of the variables are d ϭ 0+7, 1, and 1+3, and the number of replications of each experiment is 20,000+
In Tables 1-5 the small sample bias of the OLS and PIV estimators is analyzed for different values of the lag t of the IV x tϪt and using five different statistics: mean bias, median bias, mean squared error~MSE!, interquartile rangẽ IQR!, and the concentration probabilities Pr~6 Z b Ϫ b6 Յ 0+05!+ Tables 1-3 report the simulation results obtained for I~1! variables, whereas Tables 4 and 5 do so for fractionally integrated processes with d ϭ 0+7 and 1+3, respectively+ Consider first the unit root case+ Tables 1-3 report the finite sample behavior of the PIV estimator when t ϭ 0~OLS!,1, + + + ,5+ On the one hand, wheñ a Ϫ b! ϭ 0, i+e+, when the regressor x t is strongly exogenous with respect to b, OLS and PIV perform~as expected! equally well, with small mean and median biases, similar IQR, and high concentration probability in moderate sample sizes+ On the other hand, OLS estimation biases increase with the absolute value of~a Ϫ b!+ In particular, when~a Ϫ 1! ϭ 2 and b ϭ Ϫ0+2, the concentration probability of the OLS estimator is only about 36% when T ϭ 300 and about 55% when T ϭ 500+ 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+2~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0,1!, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 300, 20,000 replications+ By contrast, the improvements obtained with the PIV estimator for the best value of t in each case are quite impressive+ All and all, PIV outperforms OLS in terms of biases, IQR, and concentration probabilities, and, what is more important, uniformly in t, which means that the improvement obtained with the new IV estimator over OLS does not heavily rely on the particular value selected of t+ As we established in Theorem 3, the lag t can increase with the sample size, and in Table 2 we observe that increasing the sample size from 300 to 500 makes the best t increase from t ϭ 3 to t ϭ 4+ Notice also that, 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+2~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0, s 2 !, s ϭ 1, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 500, 20,000 replications+ ceteris paribus, the IQR decreases with the sample size and that it does not heavily depend on t for fixed T and~a Ϫ b!+ When b ϭ Ϫ0+5 the AR~1! coefficient of the equilibrium errors~u 1t ! of equation~26! is 0+5+ Therefore, the memory or temporal dependence is reduced, giving rise to lower estimation biases and lower required values of t; see Table 3+ Now the best results for a sample size of 500 observations are given by the PIV estimator with t ϭ 1+ OLS performs worse than PIV but better than the previous OLS when the adjustment coefficient was b ϭ Ϫ0+2+ 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+5~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0, s 2 !, s ϭ 1, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 500, 20,000 replications+ As expected with weakly exogenous variables for the cointegrating parameter, the improvement of PIV over OLS is marginal when the equilibrium errors are white noise, i+e+, b ϭ Ϫ1+ In this case the best PIV estimator, again in terms of having the smallest biases and IQR, is obtained when t ϭ 1~results not reported but available from the authors upon request!+ Table 4 shows the relative performance of PIV and OLS when the variables are fractionally integrated with d ϭ 0+7+ As suggested by equation~12!, OLS and PIV have a nontrivial mean and median-unbiased limiting distribution under the common factor restriction~a Ϫ 1! ϭ 0+ In this particular case, OLS 
, sample size 300, 20,000 replications+ occasionally performs better than PIV as a result of a greater number of degrees of freedom+ For~a Ϫ 1! 0 the concentration probabilities of OLS never go over 32% and in most cases are below 1%, and the biases are in general very large, reaching a mean bias of 35% for~a Ϫ 1! ϭ Ϫ2+ However, when considering the PIV estimator, results change dramatically, with concentration probabilities about 75% and smaller IQR+ Of course, this is what we expected in view of expression~17!+ Finally, when d is larger than one, from expressions~8! and~15! we know that OLS and PIV have the same limiting distribution+ Therefore in this case 
ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY OF PIV IN THE UNIT ROOT CASE
From the previous section we obtained a lack of optimality of PIV for all d Ͼ 1 2 _ + Moreover, with respect to OLS we found advantages in using PIV only in the unit root case+ Thus, in the rest of the paper we will focus our attention on the DGP~1! and~2! in the particular case of d ϭ 1+
To overcome the optimality problems of PIV in the unit root case, we suggest a semiparametric correction of this estimator such as the one originally proposed by Phillips and Hansen~1990!+ This procedure, known as fully modified, proceeds as follows+ As a first step, define the following kernel estimators:
[
where ( ' indicates summation over 1 Յ t, t Ϫ j Յ T and [ u 1t denotes the PIV residuals from equation~1!, i+e+, [ u 1t ϭ y t Ϫ Z b PIV x t + The kernel function ᐉ~{! : ᑬ r @Ϫ1,1# is assumed to be a twice continuously differentiable even function with ᐉ~0! ϭ 1, ᐉ '~0 ! ϭ 0, ᐉ ''~0 ! 0, and ᐉ~x! ϭ 0 for 6 x6 Ն 1+ Further, we also assume that any of the Parzen, quadratic spectral, or Tukey-Hanning kernels are used in the estimation of the elements of V+ With respect to the truncation or bandwidth parameter k, to conveniently characterize the rates of expansion of k ϭ k~T ! as T r`, we will use the expansion rate order symbol O e defined in Phillips~1995!+ We said that k ϭ O e~T j ! if k ; § T T j as T r`, where § T is slowly varying at infinity+ Following the same arguments as in Phillips~1995! for the OLS case, it can be shown that if k, T r`but kT
Hence, in terms of O e , this implies that k ϭ O e~T j ! for some j ʦ~0, 1 2 _ !+ This will be our assumption about the bandwidth expansion rate of k as T r`+ It is worth mentioning that this expansion rate includes the optimal growth rate k ; cT 105 cf+ Andrews, 1991!, with c a constant, that applies when minimizing the asymptotic mean squared error of kernel estimates such as~30! and~31!+ Now define the endogeneity bias-corrected disturbance
which has zero coherence at the origin with u 2t , and its feasible counterpart 
which contrasts with the formulation of the FM-OLS estimator by Phillips and Hansen~1990!, Z b OLS ϩ , say, given by
where _ ! and t ϭ o~T 104 ! , asymptotically, as T r`and t r`,
where B 1+2~r ! denotes a Brownian motion with long-run covariance v 1+2 ϭ v 11 Ϫ v 12 v 22 Ϫ1 and independent of B 2~r ! .
From equation~35! it follows that FM-PIV is a consistent estimator of b+ Moreover, from equation~36! it is also median-unbiased, a mixture of normals, and asymptotically efficient~Phillips, 1991!+ In particular, and returning to the DGP~18!-~20!, Gonzalo~1994! proves that in this case v 1+2 102 ϭ s 1~1 Ϫ u! 102 0 1 Ϫ w!, and because B 1+2~r ! [ v 1+2 102 W 1~r !, it follows from equations~23! and ~24! that FM-PIV is asymptotically equivalent to MLECM and, thus, asymptotically efficient+ As a consequence, standard inference remains valid+ In particular, consider the customary t-ratio of b,
Under the null hypothesis H 0 : b ϭ b 0 , it is straightforward to prove that, asymptotically, t b 0 n N~0,1!+ More general, the resulting test statistics from our FM-PIV estimator will have limiting chi-square distributions, thereby removing the obstacles to inference in cointegrated systems that were presented by the nuisance parameter dependencies in the PIV limiting distribution+ Finally, it is well known that, under Assumption 1,
as proved by Phillips and Hansen~1990!, so that Z b PIV ϩ and Z b OLS ϩ are asymptotically equivalents+ This fact, however, only holds for values of T arbitrarily large and, of course, does not exclude different behavior in small to medium samples+ The performance in finite samples of both estimators is the topic of the next section+
FM-PIV AND FM-OLS ESTIMATORS: MONTE CARLO EVIDENCE
The Monte Carlo experiment was described in Section 5+ Here we use the same DGP to study the small sample behavior of FM-PIV relative to FM-OLS+ These estimators have been constructed as follows+
Step 1+ Obtain the PIV estimator~equation~13!! for t ϭ 0~OLS!, 1, + + + ,8+
Step 2+ Compute the residuals [
, as in expressions~30! and~31!+ In our experiments, we used the quadratic spectral kernel and selected the bandwidth using the automatic procedure of Andrews~1991!, after prewhitening with a first-order vector autoregression prior to kernel estimation, as suggested by Andrews and Monahan~1992!+
Step Table 6 reports the results of the DGP given in equations~28! and~29! with parameter values b ϭ Ϫ0+2 and a sample size of 300+ FM-OLS performs better 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+2~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0, s 2 !, s ϭ 1, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 300, 20,000 replications+ than crude OLS for all the parameter values of~a Ϫ b! except in the common factor case, where both perform equally well+
As for the FM-PIV estimator defined in equation~34!, the best results for b ϭ Ϫ0+2 are for t ϭ 5 or 6+ For example the maximum mean bias with FM-PIV for t ϭ 5 is 0+76%~with FM-OLS it is 7+6%! with corresponding concentration probability about 80%~about 46% in the FM-OLS case! and smaller IQR+ Increasing the sample size to 500 observations only helps to confirm the uniform superiority of FM-PIV over FM-OLS~see Table 7 !+ Taking b ϭ Ϫ0+5, and therefore reducing the autocorrelation of the equilibrium errors, improves both FM-OLS and FM-PIV estimators~see Table 8 !+ Nonetheless, even in this case the performance of the FM-PIV estimator dominates over FM-OLS, and the best lag of the instrumental variable x tϪt is now reduced to t ϭ 2+
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have studied the estimation and inference properties of a recent characterization of the concept of cointegration proposed by Aparicio and Escribano~1997!+ Such a characterization exploited the relationship between the autocovariance and the cross-covariance functions of the series+ This, in turn, led us to propose an estimator of the cointegrating parameter based on the IV methodology, where the instrument is the lagged regressor from the cointegrating equation+
We have shown here that the new PIV estimator is consistent for the cointegrating parameter b+ Moreover, in the unit root~d ϭ 1! case, we showed that PIV is preferable to OLS, because the limiting distribution of the PIV estimator is free of the serial correlation bias that characterizes the OLS limiting distribution+ The small sample results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations confirm the remarkable improvements of PIV over OLS+ Nonetheless, even in this case, the PIV estimator does have an endogeneity bias in its limiting distribution that prevents this estimator from having a nuisance-parameter-free mixed normal limiting distribution+
We propose to eliminate this endogeneity bias by means of the fully modified methodology originally developed by Phillips and Hansen~1990!+ We have chosen this methodology because of its semiparametric nature and because of its good sampling behavior, as reported by Hansen and Phillips~1990!, Phillips and Hansen~1990!, and Kitamura and Phillips~1995!, among others+ After applying the new fully modified correction, the estimator obtained, called fully modified pseudo instrumental variables~FM-PIV!, is asymptotically efficient, median unbiased, and follows a mixture of normals so that standard inference can be conducted+ By Monte Carlo simulations we showed that, relative to the FM-OLS, our new FM-PIV obtains important improvements in terms of bias reductions+ Furthermore, from Kitamura and Phillips~1997! we know that efficient IV methods such as the generalize instrumental variable estimation~GIVE! meth- 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+2~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0, s 2 !, s ϭ 1, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 500, 20,000 replications+ 
Note: DGP is Dy t ϭ aDx t Ϫ 0+5~y tϪ1 Ϫ bx tϪ1 ! ϩ h 1t , with b ϭ 1, Dx t ϭ e 2t , h 1t ; N~0,1!, e 2t ; N~0, s 2 !, s ϭ 1, cov~h 1, t , e 2, t ! ϭ 0, sample size 300, 20,000 replications+ ods~Sargan, 1988! and the generalized method of moments~GMM!~Hansen, 1982!, after applying the corresponding fully modified transformation, are asymptotically more efficient than the FM-IV procedure with respect to the stationary components but asymptotically equivalent to FM-IV estimation with respect to the nonstationary components and, consequently, to our FM-PIV estimator+ Therefore, it appears that no further modifications in the GIVE or GMM directions seem necessary in our setup+ For practical purposes, FM-PIV estimators require the specification of the kernel function, ᐉ~{!, the bandwidth parameter, k, and the truncation lag, t+ Although issues of optimal choice of these parameters are beyond the scope of this paper, the following comments can provide some insights for the practical implementation of our estimator+ First, from the relevant literature it seems that the choice of the kernel function is not so important as the choice of the bandwidth parameter+ No essential differences have been found in the general qualitative features from using different kernels~see, e+g+, Kitamura and Phillips, 1995!+ Second, with respect to the choice of the bandwidth parameter, given that the expansion rate of the bandwidth parameter k includes the optimal growth rate k ; cT 105 , the method proposed by Andrews~1991!, possibly after prewhitening with a first-order vector autoregressive filter prior to kernel estimation, as suggested by Andrews and Monahan~1992!, seems to be a good choice+ Third, regarding the choice of t, the hint from Theorem 4 is that the truncation lag t of the instrumental variable should increase with the sample size T but as o~T 104 !+ If the truncation lag is chosen too small, the tests could be biased+ However, if the truncation point is too large, there could be a loss of efficiency+ As usual, it appears that one of the best options could be to employ data dependent rules that incorporate the sample information,~see, e+g+, Andrews, 1991! or to use some alternative standard order selection criteria+ However, this is beyond the scope of this paper+ In this sense, from the Monte Carlo simulations we obtained important bias reductions with FM-PIV over FM-OLS for small values of t+ Those promising results suggest the extension of the analysis to more general multivariate contexts allowing for some cointegrating regressors, and we are actually doing research in this direction+ Phillips where we have used the fact that u t ϭ~u 1t , u 2t ! ' is a linear process with u t ϭ 0 for t Յ 0 and with c j~d ! given by the formal expansion D where C denotes a generic positive constant and with the symbol @ denoting asymptotic equivalence, i+e+, a j @ b j if a j 0b j r 1 as j r`+ The equivalence in~A+3! follows from using Stirling's approximation+ Now,
4)
using an integral approximation and the fact that t ϭ o~t !+ Consequently, E~x t x tϪt ! is O p~t 2dϪ1 !+ Therefore, because the numerator of expression~A+1! tends to zero exponentially fast, it follows that~A+1! dies out as t goes to infinity+ Ⅲ
